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The topic this year for History day is Communication through history and when I heard this I knew my 
subject right away would be the Omaha Playhouse through the Years. The Playhouse has been an 
important piece of my life since before I can remember so I thought going more into it’s history would 
be great! The playhouse and it’s relation to the topic was perfect because the arts are such a complex 
piece of communication that can be interpreted in many different ways. Conducting my research was 
very different this year to start I wanted my research to be interview based as much as possible because 
I interpret people talking a lot better then websites and websites of reading so I set off finding people to 
interview. I knew some people from the playhouse from attending productions so I sent some emails to 
get footage and information for my documentary.  
 
I used two interviews for sections in my documentary itself but did a total of four interviews for 
information in my project. A lot of my information was formed from a book on the Playhouse that I got a 
year ago, because it has so much information it almost could have easily been my only source! I was also 
so grateful that my school is a block away from school so I could get a lot of my own footage. I included 
Kimberly Faith Hickman’s interview and Jim Boggess’s interview in my documentary while the rest were 
used for information in my documentary. One of the biggest benefits is being so close so to the location 
of the Playhouse. With this privilege I got a little information from witnessing shows live. I frequented 
the Playhouse quite a lot before the pandemic, and seeing the shows gave me some information about 
what the playhouse wants to teach the community.  
 
A majority of my information was from a giant book about the history and future of the playhouse. I 
received this book as a gift a few years ago and I read it before so reviewed it for my information. The 
Omaha Playhouse Story includes a lot of photos and quotes that really transformed my documentary. 
My footage either came from the Nebraska Theater Caravan’s or Omaha Playhouse’s YouTube channel. 
Since no cameras are allowed during the shows a majority of my footage of productions was released by 
the playhouse, and this does not include A Christmas Carol which does not apply because it is an original 
production. My favorite source was the premiere of the Playhouse in 1959 because the old footage 
shows so much of the past leading me to so much history. These sources were important to my project 
and would not have been the same without it. 
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